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reprezentare care încapsulează orice virtualitate, comentat de Martin Heidegger), ”acolo unde se află 

orice imaginar politic și social alternativ. Or, tocmai pericolul se ivește și salvarea”. Căci aici comunitatea își 

aici rezidă pericolul cel mai mare al producției 

artistice ca muncă cognitivă. Iar, ca să parafrazez un 

celebru poet citat de un alt celebru filosof (Hölderlin, 

găsește forma de articulare antagonică cu adevărat 

plurală, așadar, deplină.         

From Fine Arts to Visual Arts is a project by the artist Matei 
Bejenaru, presented at the Salonul de proiecte in Bucharest 
between october-november 2013. The curators of the 
project were Magda Radu and Alexandra Croitoru. The 
artist Dumitru Oboroc was also invited to take part in the 
same show.

The starting point of Matei Bejenaru's project was a 
"march of thought" undertaken on 3 September 2013 
between two locations in Bucharest: the Dalles gallery – 
the most prominent exhibition space for fine arts in 
Romania during communist rule – and Salonul de proiecte, 
a space that exhibits at present projects of contemporary 
art. Using a GPS device, Matei Bejenaru transposed the 
route of his walk into a drawing, which was subsequently 
enlarged to scale and turned into a sculpture made of 
stainless steel. The mental experiences that occurred 
during the artist's march were recorded in detail and, 
through various algorithms of thought, were transformed 
into a set of instructions for the execution of two 
sculptures. In the end the two sculptures were made by the 
artist Lucian Smău.

From Fine Arts to Visual Arts



When it comes to writing about artistic In the case of the artistic research carried out 

research, one cannot start from point A and end in by Matei Bejenaru and presented at the Salonul de 

point B without taking into consideration the various Proiecte in Bucharest, the work produced in 

changes in perspective generated by the introspective, performative, situational, relational, 

circumstances of the journey along the route. The conceptual, collaborative, productive and installative 

paths of thought, in a diagram laid out for a writing terms started off from a thought event, continued with 

about an art project realised in the shape of practice- the identification of the short-circuit points between 

based research, are diverted by invoked intuitions and material documents and oral histories, between 

intentional affects. If the model for writing about a conceptuality and physicality, and established a 

work of art were to follow the model of the process relative arrival point at the junction with the 

applied for the realisation of said work of art, we audience's mix of imaginative associations and 

would be faced with two different works of art (one conflicting feelings. 

using mental images and the other using material The paths laid out in time, through 

images) presented in a similar context (that of documentation (in Romanian fine arts history), as 

experiencing and argumenting an artistic research well as in space, through installation (in the mental 

production). Those following the created path – the field of visual arts), were configured through the 

reader following the abstract map of a text, or the application of particular techniques for approaching 

viewer present in the concrete space of artwork-as- the research topic. Concerned with the critical and 

exhibition – enter a relational situation that produces, creative analysis of the artist's condition in the 

in its turn, thoughts and stances in relation to what is environment of the local social history, Matei Bejenaru 

happening to them. proposes an implication of the awareness of the 

In the process of artistic research (which can effects generated by the re-memorizing of the '70-s 

result in various communication formats, from and '80-s art practice in the circumstances of the 

lectures to exhibitions, from performances to art degradation of the artist's status and the artificial 

books) one takes into consideration certain establishment of the function of art through the 

parameters for constructing the research based on an political, cultural and oligarchic instrumentation of 

artistic intentionality, although sometimes the base is the ideology of social realism. During his material 

a simulated scientific intentionality. Starting from documentation and his conversations with historians 

point A, where the author selects the topic, researching recent art, Matei Bejenaru sketched out 

subsequently turning it into the object of research, the an action framework with which to represent, and 

path goes through a number of intermediate points even to reconsider, the image of the fine artist, 

that can transform the appreciation of the topic and infraposed to the image of the conceptual artist, in a 

the relationship with it before point B is reached, that way reconstructing a photoinfographic of the artistic 

is the point where the result of the research is practice from the past using the artistic practice of the 

presented. The manner in which the tension between present. By referring to a certain technique used by 

point A and point B is traversed is, in fact, the contemporary visual artists, namely the production of 

methodological motivation of research, which, in most an artwork by proposing a concept accompanied by 

cases in artistic research, becomes a key element, an instructions that would result in the material 

element of content for the research product. realisation of the work by another artist, operating 
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with a different knowledge and a different skill, Matei which the artist positions himself in the space of 

Bejenaru also challenges the institution of effects generated by public knowledge and expression.

commissioning and execution specific to the years of The intention behind configuring this 

the pseudo-communist period. Thus, work by proxy experience of a thought march undertaken in a 

appears to have not so much of a therapeutic, particular cultural timeframe and in a particular 

psychoanalytical function for the relationship urban space was to create a certain artistic language 

between potentiality and reality in an artist's practice, that would then be used to talk about the historically 

demonstrating instead a transformative function, that influenced condition of the artist and about the issues 

of reinterpreting the relationship between creativity of transformations in contemporary artistic practice. 

and productivity in the practice of an artist who is The outlining of a system of signs, still being 

asked to produce a work of art rather then to fill a processed, which will result in a new series of 

politically commissioned order. diagrams, translated into the shape of critical poetics, 

Upon reaching, during his research activity, will be open to a collaborative situationist reading, 

one of the codes for the production of meaning in art, both by the artist and by the viewer. 

namely the identification of a visual formula for As a consequence of decrypting key words and 

suggesting to the viewers the transformation into key drawings, the artist has generated a set of 

concrete material form, by a fine artist, of a conceptual instructions that were relayed to a fine artist, in order 

artist's abstract thought, by using marble, granite and to transform the abstract thinking about particular 

steel, Matei Bejenaru builds a performative and situations into the concrete matter of sculptures. The 

generative scenario – the part of the work that is created objects were displayed, in a particular spatial 

initially invisible – through which to produce the and visual association, together with photographs of 

message of the project and communicate it artistically. the physical spaces of the Sala Dalles and of the 

The technique used by the artist in order to express Salonul de Proiecte, next to the pages written along 

his intentions is the march, that is a movement carried the itinerary travelled between the two symbolic 

out with emotional determination and conceptual spaces. 

confidence on a route laid out between two In terms of artistic expression, the productive 

cartographic and symbolic points representing two collaboration was expanded through the 

different histories of the practice and role of art. commissioning of two texts (the one being written at 

Starting out at the Sala Dalles, an exhibition space this moment and the other text printed in this 

associated with a controversial history of fine arts, as experimental publication), which may be viewed as 

if setting out from a point in the past, the artist two forms of mental sculpture based on the artist's 

marches among states of mind, significant places and working ideas, going through their transformation 

signs of the street being experienced and reclaimed by into works of art and reaching the eye of the reader. 

the people in the context, ending his conceptual Matei Bejenaru's exhibition may be viewed as 

itinerary at the Salonul de Proiecte, a new space for a case of artistic research, an undertaking that selects 

exhibition and reflection associated with the a study object, involves a methodology, creates a 

discourse of contemporary visual arts. framework for exploratory research and generates a 

The journey is accompanied by observational number of results, communicated publicly, which can 

annotations, as the artist puts in writing remarks on be reinterpreted and thus reused in the artistic 

his own states, as well as on the states of the urban community of reference. 

environment, using a vectorial schematic based on In various milieus (one might even say "art 

three reference criteria: architectural typology, the worlds"), artistic research is associated with the 

semiotics of the public space and his emotional artistic treatment of scientific knowledge and practice 

reaction to circumstantial stimuli. This journey, pertaining to the new developments of technology 

undertaken by walking and thinking, condenses into that have human, social and natural implications. 

topographical notations, both objective and affective, There are, however, understandings of artistic practice 

deconstructing the diachrony of the history of local as a form of research, involving even the articulation 

artistic practice, and outlining the hyperpresence of of a work strategy based on a political commitment, 

urban geography by experiencing situations of artistic usually a critical orientation. 

thought. In its turn, the artist's body, in directing the When artistic research is detached from the 

walking process and being aware of it as a peripatetic ideology of celebrating the benefits (including the 

form (physical movement and philosophical commercial ones) of science, it emphasises the quality 

movement), becomes the carrier of the memories, of the process of theoretisation, the effects of creating 

emotions, reflections, images and language through a language that would detect the complexity of 
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decisions in forming the world, as well as the role of understood further than common beliefs. It can be 

the citizen artist who would try to adjust the balance said that, within the frameworks of the political 

between poetic feeling and political engagement in semiotics of the conceptualist, performative, 

everyday life. productive and display aesthetics of Matei Bejenaru's 

The emphasis placed on thinking, on the artistic message, one may identify an intentional 

analysis of its effects, on its artistic applicability, research of particular instances of appreciation and of 

creates the bases for associating artistic practice with work experienced by the artist during his relationship 

research, which becomes a way of mediating the with the recent history of art in the given context, 

situational experiences of an artist involved in an with the geography of urban imagination, with the 

investigative (as well as imaginative) and implications of professional collaboration, with the 

transformative (as well as discursive) relationship new audience of visual arts.

with the aspects of life, the way its recognition can be 

Recorded mental experiences that occurred during the march.
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Visual arts. Instructions for use The simple transformation of the term "arte 

plastice" ("fine arts") into "arte vizuale" ("visual arts") 

Terms such as visuality, visual culture, visual designates thus more than a terminological 

studies have become almost omnipresent in the transformation, concerning stricto sensu the history of 

discourse of art history, as well as in that of art art in Romania. It involves a history of the mental 

criticism. Modern culture has been described, for frameworks surrounding artistic practice in Romania 

instance, as being "oculocentric", one in which in the past twenty-five years, including the entire 

visuality, understood not as the natural ability to complex of institutions, cultural agents, practices 

perceive, but instead as a cultural system consisting in concerning the production, exhibition, critical 

practices of representation and reading, is reception and commercialisation of art, as well as of 
1predominant . According to Martin Jay, the decisive power relations and the cultural representations in 

influence of visual culture in today's society could be which such relations are materialised. In a more 

explained through a sort of neo-cartesianism, in which restricted sense, this change of name, which has 

the mind, instead of the eye, is the one that ultimately recently occurred in the artistic higher education 
2 institutions in Romania, describes a transformation of sees things . And this "visual technology", this system 

the aesthetic function of art, largely serving a of visual perception, involves both instruction as well 

totalitarian political system in communist times, into a as a number of conventions, codes, conduct rules, 

critical function, namely of investigating the society which form, together, the cultural field in which we, as 

and the artist's condition, as conceptual art started social beings, can act and communicate. 

doing in the sixth decade of the past century. It is therefore natural for the phrase "visual 

What is lost, though, whenever something is arts" to cover today the complexity of the relations 

gained? What shortcomings does this transformation between artistic practice, understood as the ability to 

conceal and to what extent can the current condition investigate the world without the disciplinary 

of visual arts in Romania suggest the more complex limitations crossing the field of institutionalised 

social processes in which the former are located? knowledge, rather than as technical skill, on the one 

What has changed between that sixth decade and the side, and society on the other side, understood as a 

one we have just entered? What regimens and plurality of actions, representations and life forms. 

meanings of artistic work can be glimpsed in the Visual arts have become nowadays synonymous with 

effective means used for constructing the artistic a field of reflection on the condition of visuality, of 

object? What is the status of the artist in these cultural, social, political and economic systems the 

systems of cultural production and representation? artistic practice enters a relationship with, as well as a 

How can an artistic project reflect and at the same synonym for the vehicles, limitations and effects of its 

time alter the multiplicity of interpretation own language. Meanwhile, the artist's skill – to the 

frameworks in which such social and historical extent to which such a term can still act as an 

transformations may be described, explained and evaluative point of reference in the discourse of art 

understood? And how can we capture and represent criticism – can be understood as the rhetorical ability 

these space-time gaps starting from a thought journey, to handle concepts originating in sometimes 

through its very ability to position itself between heterogeneous discourses, to make possible the 

various conceptual systems for representing the meeting of these separate (and sometimes 

world and for producing, through this oscillatory incommensurable) planes in the realm of 

activity, of continuous translation movement, small representation, to ensure their coherent articulation 

shifts in the relationship between maps and and thus to free the already regimented knowledge by 

territories, between concepts and the representations generating tectonic frictions between these complexes 

that make them up?of representation. 

 The artist's work. Unpredictable equations
Cristian Nae*

*Cristian Nae is an art critic and theorist. He teaches art history and theory at the George Enescu  Arts University in Ia i. He was a NEC and 

Getty-NEC fellow at the New Europe College in Bucharest. Between 2006-2008 he was a member in the editorial board of Vector Magazine. 
Currently he collaborates with different art magazines (IDEA, Artmargins).
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Aesthetics and politics. Artistic research as production, as well as in order to describe thus the 

institutional analytics institutional systems that make up the art world of 

Romania, in their historicity. Therefore, the critical 

The project From fine arts to visual arts / De la dimension of the artistic project becomes here an 

artele plastice la artele vizuale, presented at the analytical, reflexive dimension. It analyses not only the 

Salonul de Proiecte, proposes a subjective reflection opposition relations between art institutions – 

on the distance separating artistic practice in Romania understood as the ossified forms of social conventions 

under communist rule from today's artistic practice, a and regulations, or as  mechanisms used for 

distance that is systematised by using systems of establishing and maintaining authority in the cultural 

transformations rather than plain oppositions and environment – and artistic practices as oppositive, 
6binary concepts. The temporal distance separating anarchic or at least convention-free discourses , but 

two significant moments of artistic production and instead the various ways in which said institutional 

exhibition in Romania is represented in space, systems have made possible artistic practice, in its 

generating thus a first incomplete translation of the materiality, through funding mechanisms, exhibition 

two a priori categories of sensitivity, which, according systems and reception conventions. Also, the project 

to Immanuel Kant, make all experiences possible. In exemplifies the subtle way in which the social, 

fact, this spatial representation exposes different value economic and cultural context act upon artistic 

systems, distinct means for the operation and funding representation (that is upon the visible and the forms 

of art, as well as different relationships between art of visibility belonging to a certain historical period or 

and politics. form of cultural life) thus producing distinct aesthetics 

Thus, the artist aims to free both the formal and systems of formal representation. For it is these 

and the historical tension separating and at the same concrete means of visual representation and in the 

time uniting fine arts and visual arts, and thus to very possibility of existence of representations that 

identify and to reveal the lines along which the conceal, in fact, the ways the sensible is distributed 

political and the aesthetic are articulated. For Matei and shared, and implicitly the ways of participation to 

Bejenaru, positioned in the wake of Jacques Rancière's the life of the community in two different political 

thought, aesthetics designates "the system of a priori contexts.

forms determining what presents itself to experience 
t(…) it is a delimitation of space and time, of the visible S (E + C + L )  = Art. Subjectivity as a system

and invisible, of speech and noise, that simultaneously 

determines the place and the stakes of politics as a It is also obvious, even at first sight, that the art 
3form of experience" . In its turn,  politics refers to project proposed by Matei Bejenaru has striking 

"what can be seen and what can be said about what formal similarities with the art projects of the post-

can be seen, to those who have the competency to see conceptual kind, in relation to which it can be 

and the position to say, to the properties of spaces and classified together with a vast and heterogeneous 
4the possibilities of time" . In other words, it concerns contemporary art production. For instance, the use of 

the ability to represent, to make visible, and the text instructions reminds of the art practices that are 

systems that make possible and at the same time at the same time conceptual and performative, as 

exclude certain representations from the realm of those used by Yoko Ono or Lawrence Weiner, for 

discourse, as well as the power relations that govern whom text is a schematic designed to challenge the 

our systems of aesthetic articulation in terms of our viewer's imagination, requiring from the latter the 

shared experience. In this respect, aesthetic practices materialisation of the work of art starting from the 

become the shapes of the visibility of artistic practices, description provided. The project seems to be closer 

that is the ways in which art as social action, as labour to Weiner, due to the emphasis placed on the 
7and as social activity takes shape, becomes visible and sculptural articulation of concepts . Among other 

addresses sensory perception within a concrete elements specific to conceptual art, we can find here 

experience. Meanwhile, artistic practices themselves the use of cartographic elements, of systems of spatial 

are "means of making", that is forms of labour that representation that are both technological, precise, 

intervene, through their historically acquired scientific (represented here in the calculations 

autonomy, in the existing distribution of social performed by the GPS technology) and human, 

relations, of social activities and of forms of social imprecise, subjective - poetic (represented here by the 

action, of forms of visibility, of the aesthetic modularity of the steel bar in which the route traced 
5frameworks in which our experiences can occur . by the artist is materialised), of graphic charts and of 

Thus, artistic investigation takes on the role of black-and-white photography, with documentary 

catalyst for these representation processes and features, in which visual information and the 

mechanisms. It uses artistic practice in order to meanings of the picture come before visual rhetoric 

increase the tension of action and visibility forms that and aesthetic considerations. Last but no least, a 

are associated to certain concrete means of artistic prominent element is the artist's predilection for an 

aesthetic of systems, shared in "historical" for which the exhibition venue is the Dalles gallery 

conceptualism by the modular structures designed by (the gallery in which the most prominent group shows 

Sol LeWitt, by the social and economic systems of the Artists' Union used to be organised ),  and a 

analysed by Hans Haacke or by the systems of (social) contemporary one, identified by the artist in the 

communication investigated in artistic terms by Jack materiality of the institution in which the project is 

Burnham, Haane Darboven or, in the Soviet Union, by created – Salonul de Proiecte. 

Ilya Kabakov. In more recent art practice, similar The situations encountered along this route 

endeavours to research systematically the effects are filtered through three types of filters: an 

created by the translation of visual and conceptual emotional one, an indexical one (aiming to identify 

representation can be found in the work of artists representative items in the visual field of the artist 

such as Simon Starling and Stan Douglas. who traverses the city according to a subjective 

What is a concept, though? How should we selection), and one created by detached theoretical 

understand, in the situation of Matei Bejenaru's reflection on the present day situation of art and the 

projects, the term of "conceptual art"? In relation to socio-economical context of production and reception. 

which meaning of the terms should we operate when In fact, Matei Bejenaru decomposes his own artistic 

classifying such a project of artistic research with subjectivity into three systems of information 

stakes that are both social and political (in terms of its classification and archiving: one that is subjective-

cultural articulation)? And what type of artistic emotional, one that is concrete-descriptive, belonging 

practice does it designate, from the point of view of to the immediate present and to its brute description, 

the production relations involved in its design and and one that is historical-reflexive, belonging to 

execution? cultural memory and theoretic commentary, 

According to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, articulated in a field of spatial, cartographic 

a concept does not designate a mere linguistic representation. The deployment in space and time of 

abstraction, and, more importantly, is not in these reflections creates the artistic plane in which 

opposition with representation. The concept is these three systems interact. More than the final 

equivalent, in fact, to a complex of representations shape of the art objects on display, what matters here 

that have lost their pre-conceptual origin in a certain is the difference between various representation 

experience and have been synthesised over time in an systems and artistic languages, generated through 

apparently stable linguistic shape, in a certain "plane these three categories that select, order and record 

of immanence". All concepts are, therefore, the relevant visual information throughout a 

heterogeneous. They are, in fact, a plurality of subjective aesthetic experience. It signals the fact that 
8representations . The art project created by Matei subjectivity for the contemporary artist is the result of 

Bejenaru is located, in fact, at the intersection of the the temporary and imperfect articulation of systems 

multiple representations that may hide inside the of linguistically filtered beliefs and representations, 

concept of "art". His artistic project involves a being equally dependent on social frameworks in 

transformation algorithm, capable of generating relation to which it is configured

artistic forms. It is therefore located at the 

intersection of the multiple representations and Cognitive labour, abstract labour: the 

affects generating such concepts through their liberating role of imagination 

linguistic synthesis and their subsequent 

materialisation in distinct visual forms. Whereas the The concepts and situations thus recorded give 

philosopher's task is, according to the French authors rise to a formal descriptive system, which serves as a 

mentioned above, to create concepts, the (conceptual) basis for a second process of transformations, this 

artist's task would be to re-materialise such concepts, time associated to the translation between visual 

to disarticulate the plurality of representations media and forms of representation. Concretely, the 

contained in these concepts (in our situation, the artist has put together a set of test instructions for the 

concept of art) and to build a new "plane of realisation of art objects. The task of producing these 

immanence" in which such representations can be works, of actually materialising them by translating 

reassembled for the construction of a new concept. the imagined form into a visual concrete shape, was 

In our situation, the work of art – understood entrusted to the visual artist Lucian Smău. Thus, 

as a fusion of systems of artistic representation – following the conceptual tradition started by Marcel 

emerges as a result of an investigation of the urban Duchamp in separating the artist's body from that of 
9landscape in Bucharest. The trace of the route, of the the author of the work , and a natural process of 

real-life journey undertaken by the artist through the division of labour, Matei Bejenaru delegates part of the 

city, between two points, materialised in the shape of realisation of his project to an executor, who plays 

a sculpture in the exhibition, connects in space two both the role if the imaginary filter (acting thus as a 

value systems that correspond to two different times. substitute for the imagination of the audience) and of 

We have here a system of values and of art production raw material, of labourer who rents his body and his 

.  



Aesthetics and politics. Artistic research as production, as well as in order to describe thus the 

institutional analytics institutional systems that make up the art world of 

Romania, in their historicity. Therefore, the critical 

The project From fine arts to visual arts / De la dimension of the artistic project becomes here an 

artele plastice la artele vizuale, presented at the analytical, reflexive dimension. It analyses not only the 

Salonul de Proiecte, proposes a subjective reflection opposition relations between art institutions – 

on the distance separating artistic practice in Romania understood as the ossified forms of social conventions 

under communist rule from today's artistic practice, a and regulations, or as  mechanisms used for 

distance that is systematised by using systems of establishing and maintaining authority in the cultural 

transformations rather than plain oppositions and environment – and artistic practices as oppositive, 
6binary concepts. The temporal distance separating anarchic or at least convention-free discourses , but 

two significant moments of artistic production and instead the various ways in which said institutional 

exhibition in Romania is represented in space, systems have made possible artistic practice, in its 

generating thus a first incomplete translation of the materiality, through funding mechanisms, exhibition 

two a priori categories of sensitivity, which, according systems and reception conventions. Also, the project 

to Immanuel Kant, make all experiences possible. In exemplifies the subtle way in which the social, 

fact, this spatial representation exposes different value economic and cultural context act upon artistic 
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labour skills according to the production relations abstraction pushed to the extremes results in the 

specific to the current capitalist society. This is, in my complete separation of art from the concrete social 

opinion, one of the essential elements of the and political context in which it is located, from which 

conceptual articulation of Matei Bejenaru's project. By it originates or which it targets. The sculptures also 

delegating the task of representing in the concrete reveal certain value pre-judgements of the sculpture 

plane his subjective experience, either to a machine medium, sedimented through repetition and 

(the randomness represented by the cold calculation, internalised in the artistic manner of execution, one 

exterior to my subjectivity, performed by the GPS), or telling example being the cult of Brâncuși. Their 

to another artist, Matei Bejenaru separates execution formal execution, lacking an authentic subjective base, 

from design, cognitive labour from physical, at the betrays, however, a broader process of conditioning 

same time pluralizing the work of art as a result of undergone by visual arts under the communist 

collective imagination. On the one hand, this act regime, during which the artist's condition was 

separates the personal from the auctorial identity, reduced to that of a mere craftsman, and cognitive 

reducing the artist to the position of language agent, labour was often replaced by physical, brute labour, by 

an effect of social and linguistic constructions. On the the execution of templates of spatial and chromatic 

other hand, he reveals thus the way in which composition, more or less predictable. On the other 

imagination, influenced through linguistic systems, hand, the current role of the visual artist – although 

can contribute to the construction of concrete visual freed from the constraints of an aesthetic conformism 

forms. And the public aspect of art corresponds to that and of enslavement by an explicit political ideology – 
10of collective imagination . is no less controversial, given that the existence of his 

In fact, in terms of production relations project is controlled by the precariousness of the 

involved in the construction of the artwork, the economy. As a producer of autonomous discourse, the 

situation of the artist Lucian Smău is not specific only services provided by the visual artist are subject today 

to the communist society, in which the visual artist to the flexibility that is specific to the "project", which 

often executed a public commission in order to earn a keeps constructing new imaginary possibilities and 

living, but also to the contemporary society, in which virtualities in the social field. 

the contemporary artist is habitually hired short-term In this context, the greatest threat to Romanian 
11 contemporary art comes not from the precariousness in order to carry out a certain project  – a mental 

of the economy, not from a certain mimetic, self-sketch corresponding to an activity plan designed and 

colonising conformism to a system of artistic managed most often by a curator – or, as it happens in 

representations and practices that are external to the this case, by another artist. This transforms the 

concerns of the local social life, and not from the contemporary artist in the manager of a complex of 

artist's transformation into an outsourced producer of information within a constructed situation 

discourse. In these circumstances, there is a risk that administered by the exhibition curator. Despite their 

the artist's captivity will be caused by the very capture separate ideological bases, the two systems of artistic 

of imagination in templates, in collective forms of production ultimately share unusual similarities, due 

representation that seal in any virtuality, any to difficulties in gaining autonomy in relation to the 

alternative political and social imaginary. Precisely social sphere. 

therein lies the greatest threat to artistic production The two sculptures, small counter-monuments 

as cognitive labour. To paraphrase a famous poet of conflicting affective and cognitive experiences, with 

quoted by a no less famous philosopher (Hölderlin, in an overt formalist-abstract aesthetic, with influences 

a comment made by Martin Heidegger), "wherein lies from Brâncuși's art, underline a certain propensity of 

danger, there lies salvation". It is here that the visual arts towards geometric abstraction limited to a 

community finds its form of antagonic articulation forms of decorative representation, lacking a palpable 

that is truly plural and therefore complete. governing principle. Paradoxically, geometric 
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